
time points, 2 h). The water resonance frequency was
measured at each time point by using a simple 1D-FID
experiment immediately after EPI acquisition. Subse-
quently, the recovery of the system was monitored over a
10-h period with FID acquisitions only, using TR !
6000 ms. In order to guarantee identical initial conditions
the scanner was left inactive for at least 12 h before exper-
iments.

Data Analysis

EPI images were reconstructed in IDL (RSI Research Sys-
tems, Inc., Boulder CO, USA) using a Hamming filter and
a phase correction method that produced minimal ghost
artifacts (14). The 1D-FID data were eightfold zero filled to
24k, whereby the original digital resolution of 1/3 Hz
(3072 complex data points, 2048 Hz spectral width) was
interpolated to 0.04 Hz. The extensive use of interpolation
increased the accuracy of the full width half maximum
(FWHM) measurements. This approach is more robust and
time efficient for the analysis of large numbers of time
points compared to Lorentzian fits of automatically phased
real-part spectra. The instantaneous resonance frequency
and linewidth were determined by the maximum absolute
value of the water peak and its FWHM, respectively. The
frequency drift over time, "#0(t), was fitted to a biexpo-
nential function,

"#0$t% ! A0 " A1e&$t&t0%/'1 " A2e&$t&t0%/'2, [1]

where A0, A1, A2, '1, and '2 are the fitting parameters, and
t0 is a time offset constant that was set to zero for the
exponential growth fits (during EPI acquisitions) and to
120min for the biexponential decay fits (during the follow-
ing recovery without EPI acquisition).

The value of the frequency drift during the EPI acquisi-
tion (Eq. [1]) was used to correct the apparent motion
artifact in each individual image by calculating a linear
phase correction,

(m$t% ! m ! "#0$t% ! )t, [2]

where the phase encoding step, m, is an integer that may
be positive or negative depending on its position in the
acquisition matrix and )t is the interval between two con-
secutive phase encoding blips, as indicated in Fig. 1. The
corrected k-space data Scorr(t) were obtained from the ac-
quired data S(t) by

Scorr$t% ! S$t%e&i(m$t%, [3]

The validity of this correction was demonstrated by re-
alignment of the phase corrected and uncorrected images
with the statistical parametric mapping package SPM2
(Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London,
UK) (16), using a six rigid-body transformation. The im-
ages also were spatially smoothed with SPM2, using a
8-mm Gaussian kernel.

In Vivo Acquisition

With the participation of a healthy volunteer (39-year-old
female), we demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed
method in vivo. Written consent was obtained prior to the
study, which was approved by the Institutional Review
Board at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

An EPI-timeseries with 160 time points was acquired
using the EPI-FID loud protocol as defined above in the
absence of any particular stimulation. Apparent motion
during image acquisition was determined for corrected
and uncorrected datasets. Additionally, a set of T1-
weighted anatomic images was obtained with the FLASH
(15) technique (TE/TR ! 10/700 ms, 1.5 * 1.5 * 5.0 mm3

spatial resolution, 28 sagital slices, matrix size ! 128 *
128).

Statistical Analysis

A voxel-by-voxel statistical analysis was applied to the
data, using a general linear model and block designs, to
identify spuriously activated and deactivated brain areas.
Four different models were tested: an asymmetric activa-
tion model with four blocks [20 time points “ON”; 20 time

FIG. 2. Frequency response curve showing the amplitude of vibra-
tions as a function of the EPI readout z-gradient frequency. Fine
adjustment (+10%) of the acquisition bandwidth resulted in a four-
fold (12 dB) increase of the vibration amplitude from quiet to loud
EPI protocols.

FIG. 1. Time course of the first readout z-gradient cycles for loud
(solid line) and quiet (dotted line) EPI protocols. EPI readout fre-
quencies: 1220 Hz (loud) and 1160 Hz (quiet).
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